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Swiss to Paris Group Coach Tours 
Tour Programme – 06 Days / 05 Nights Tour Code: TRAVURS SWISS -PAR 6D 

Destinations covered: Zurich, Lucerne, Interlaken & Paris 

Departure Dates: 2024 

April 2024 May 2024 June 2024 July 2024 Aug 2024 Sep 2024 Oct 2024 

14, 23, 29 05, 13, 25, 30 05, 10, 14, 19 14,25 04,14 04,29 14 
 
 
Zurich- One of the richest and most sophisticated cities in the world, Zurich is not only a global financial 
center, but also one of Europe’s most important crossroads when it comes to transportation and travel. Its 
historical center has been preserved almost to the millimeter, although a trendy, avant-garde feel to the 
place makes Zurich one of the most attractive cities in the world to live and play. 

Lucerne-Lucerne the gateway to central Switzerland, sited on Lake Lucerne, is embedded within an 
impressive mountainous panorama. Complete with gable paintings, the covered, medieval Chapel Bridge 
forms the centrepiece of Lucerne’s townscape and is considered to be one of the oldest, covered wooden 
bridges in Europe. The figure of a dying lion which was hewn from the face of rock in remembrance of the 
heroic death of Swiss guards killed during an attack on the Tuileries in 1792 is one of the best-known 
monuments in Switzerland. 

Interlaken- It’s not unusual for a town to be on a River, Lake or An Ocean. But for It sit between two lakes 
may will be unique. Interlaken-between lake thin and lake brienz-can boast such a privileged position and 
there’s more. Interlaken is also in the heart of the mangnifient Jungfrau region mountain World and affords 
views of the World famous Icy Icons, The Eiger, Monch & Jungfrau. 

Paris- France's capital, is a major European city and a global center for art, fashion, gastronomy and culture. 
Its 19th-century cityscape is crisscrossed by wide boulevards and the River Seine. Beyond such landmarks 
as the Eiffel Tower and the 12th-century, Gothic Notre-Dame cathedral, the city is known for its cafe culture 
and designer boutiques along the Rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré. 

Detailed Itinerary 

Day 1 

Zurich ( Switzerland ) (Packed Dinner) 

Arrive at Zurich Airport & Transfer to Hotel by your own arrangement. The remainder of the day is free for 
you to unwind after your long-haul flight. Check into hotel & relax. Indian dinner delivered to hotel in a packed 
form. 
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Please note: The Tour Manager will catch up with you as soon as you arrive at the hotel. The check-in time 
is 1500 hrs. 

Day 2 

Zurich- Excursion to Mt. Titlis – Orientation tour of Lucerne – Zurich (Breakfast, Dinner) 

After Breakfast, head to Engelberg Town, which serves as the Mount Titlis cable car's base station. You can 
easily go to the mountain station via the TITLIS ROTAIR rotating gondola. Visit the Swiss Lion shop, the 
tallest watch store in the world, at your leisure. In our photo studio, you can even get your picture shot wearing 
a traditional Swiss outfit. A snowball's throw separates the mountain station from the glacier cave. The tunnel 
of sparkling blue ice plunges far below into the glacier's fascinating interior. Grab a snowtube or a quick sled, 
and zoom down the slope, stirring up lots of snow as you go. Continue on to the city of Lucerne later in the 
afternoon for an orientation tour and to visit the Chapel Bridge. The Chapel Bridge is a covered wooden 
footbridge that spans diagonally across the Reuss River in the city of Lucerne. The bridge, which bears the 
name St. Peter's Chapel in the neighborhood, is special because it has some inside paintings from the 17th 
century. Jesuit chapel: This stunning chapel is thought to be the first significant example of the baroque style 
to be constructed in Switzerland.The Lion of Lucerne, also known as the Lion Monument, is a rock carving 
sculpted by Bertel Thorvaldsen and carved by Lukas Ahorn between 1820 and 1821 in Lucerne, Switzerland. 
We'll head back to hotel. 

Day 3 

Zurich- OPTIONAL Excursion to Jungfrau-Top of Europe/Orientation tour of Interlaken- 
Zurich (Breakfast, Dinner) 

Breakfast. Select a side trip to the highest point in Europe, Mt. Jungfrau. Any trip to Switzerland must include 
a visit to The Jungfraujoch - Top of Europe. 3,454 meters above sea level is where you'll find the highest 
railway station in all of Europe. You may witness the high-alpine beauty of ice, snow, and rock from viewing 
platforms, on the Aletsch Glacier, or within the Ice Palace. Go ahead and enjoy the magic. The Sohinx 
observation tower should be visited. Those who don't wish to visit the Jungfrau have time to themselves to 
explore Grindelwald. Grindelwald is where our coach will drop off. 

OR 

Enjoy Interlaken by own. The major thoroughfare in Interlaken, Höheweg, runs from the city's central square 
to the east, and here is where begin. Roman Catholic parish church: This Swiss religious structure is home 
to a Roman Catholic parish church that provides worship services, religious instruction, and other services. 
It is located on Schlossstrasse. Later We'll head back to hotel. 

Day 4 

Zurich- Paris (France) (Breakfast, Dinner) 

After breakfast today, take a seat back and unwind as we travel to Paris. It is one of the most picturesque 
journeys to Paris. Transfer to a hotel in Paris for the night after Dinner. 
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Day 5 

Paris – Guided City Orientation Tour OF Paris- Eiffel Tower visit 2nd Level & Cruise on Seine 
River (Breakfast, Dinner) 

Enjoy an introductory tour of Paris this morning with a guide. You will enjoy an incredible panoramic view of 
the most well-known monuments in France's capital. The city can also feel smaller, allowing a casual walker 
to enjoy the splendor of its medieval neighborhoods and its ancient towns. Visit well-known locations including 
the Place de la Concorde and the Arc de Triomphe. An excursion to the second story of the Eiffel Tower for 
stunning views, Notre Dame de Paris, the Louvre Pyramid, the Musée d'Orsay, the Palais Garnier Opera, 
Champs Elysees Street, Alexander Bridge, Montmatre, Concord Square, and many more ancient structures 
are just a few of the city's must-see attractions. What you remember most about France is a view of the Eiffel 
Tower, silhouetted against the lovely backdrop of the city of Paris. After dining at an Indian restaurant, return 
to your hotel in Paris. 

Day 6 

Paris Departure (Breakfast) 

Breakfast. Take a taxi (on your own) to the Airport. 

Package Inclusions: 
• Hotel accommodation 3 star and 4 star in outskirts or airport area 

 03 Nights of lodging in Switzerland 
 02 Nights of lodging in Paris 

• Except for the first day and the last day for airport arrival and departure, the tour is conducted 
entirely by coach.Guided 

• Guided Orientation Tour of Paris 
• Orientation Tour of Interlaken & Lucerne 
• Visit to Rhine Falls- No Boat Ride Included 
• Mountain Excursion to Mt. Titlis 
• Paris Entrance Ticket to Eiffel Tower level 2 
• Paris Seine River Cruise 
• Breakfast served in accordance with Hotel policy 
• Dinner is served in an Indian restaurant and is both vegetarian and non-vegetarian 
• Throughout the tour, a Hindi and English-speaking tour manager will be in charge 

 
 
Package Exclusions: 

• Air Tickets. 
• Visa and Insurance 
• Extra charges/expenses of personal nature like laundry, mineral water/drinks, telephone or any 

other charges/ expenses not mentioned in Inclusions Optional Tours 
• Transfers on the first day & last day for Airport Arrival Departure 
• Mandatory tips of Euro 3 per person per day for Coach Drivers, Guides etc. 
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TOURS PRICE: T&C Apply* 
 
All Rates are in Euro’s 

Adult Cost on Twin / Double / Triple € 1099 
Single Supplement € 549 
Child with Bed (3 - 11Years) € 949 
Child without Bed (3 - 11Years) € 749 
Infant (0 - 2 Years) No seat in coach € 199 

 
OPTIONAL TOURS: T&C Apply* 
 

Switzerland: Excursion to Jungfrau-Top of Europe € 215 
Paris: Entrance Ticket to Disneyland 1Day1Park € 95 

 

 


